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PREFACE
Welcome to the second edition (2016) of
Herbert Smith Freehills' Guide to Dispute
Resolution in Africa. We are delighted to be
updating and reissuing a publication that
presents dispute resolution procedures and
trends in every one of Africa's 54 diverse
jurisdictions. We understand this guide to be
unique in terms of content and scope.
Since its publication in 2013, the first edition of the Guide has proved
to be an invaluable resource for our clients exploring the tremendous
growth opportunities across Africa. It is a first port of call not just for
those facing disputes in Africa but for anyone who is considering
investing in unfamiliar territory and would like to understand better
the legal landscape of that country.

Stéphane Brabant
Co-Chairman Africa Practice
Paris
T +33 1 5357 7832
stephane.brabant@hsf.com

John Ogilvie
Partner
Dispute resolution
London
T +44 20 7466 2359
john.ogilvie@hsf.com

Whether you want to know the basics of the legal system, details on
litigation and arbitration procedures, whether Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ADR) is embraced in a particular country, or what the
applicable limitation periods or privilege rules are, this publication
will help you.
Our leading Africa practice has been advising clients on all aspects of
investment and risk across almost all of the continent's countries for
over 30 years. For this updated Guide we have drawn on the
combined experience of our Africa practice lawyers from our
London, Paris and Johannesburg offices, together with experienced
local counsel in each jurisdiction – to whom we extend our warmest
thanks. Contact details for each contributor can be found at the end
of each chapter and full Herbert Smith Freehills global contacts at
the back of the Guide.
As Africa's investment star continues to rise, it is inevitable that this
will bring with it a need to resolve disputes – whether through formal
processes or commercial settlement. We therefore hope that you
find this updated Guide both timely and useful. We look forward to
answering any questions you may have.

The contents of this publication are, to the best of our knowledge, current at the date of publication and are for reference purposes only. They do not constitute legal advice and
should not be relied upon as such. Specific legal advice about your specific circumstances should always be sought separately before taking any action based on this publication.
© Herbert Smith Freehills LLP 2016
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OUR AFRICA PRACTICE
Herbert Smith Freehills enjoys a market leading and
long-established reputation in Africa, having acted
on numerous matters throughout the continent over
the past three decades.
Our Africa offering has been further strengthened with the launch of an
office in Johannesburg, South Africa. The combined strength of the
Johannesburg partners and the firm's other Africa specialists located across
our international platform enables the firm to provide a true pan-African
offering, including Francophone Africa.
We have one of the largest teams of common and civil law lawyers advising
almost exclusively in relation to Africa, a number of who are singled out by
industry benchmarks as leaders in their field. Our team comprises lawyers
from a diverse range of cultures and backgrounds, including African
nationals or lawyers who have lived and worked on the continent.
The language skills within the team include English, French, Arabic, Spanish,
Portuguese, Swahili, Afrikaans and German.
The breadth and duration of our experience in Africa has provided us with a
deep understanding of the continent's local and regional legal systems
(including OHADA), business practices, local cultures and socio-political
considerations. We also offer in-depth knowledge of specific countries and
regions at individual partner level.
We believe that the combination of our strong cross-industry expertise,
multi-disciplinary skills and deep Africa know-how and experience, enables
us to provide a real value added service to our clients in Africa, whether you
are a new entrant to the African market or an established operator looking to
expand your operations on the continent.

Ranked top for Africa-wide:
Dispute Resolution
CHAMBERS GLOBAL
2016, 2015, 2014

"They are heavily committed to Africa"
CHAMBERS GLOBAL 2016
(AFRICA-WIDE DISPUTE RESOLUTION)

"The Johannesburg presence now gives
the firm a virtually unrivalled offering
in Africa..."
LEGAL 500 EMEA 2016 (AFRICA)

"They are interactive, proactive and have
a very good understanding of what goes
on in Africa."
CHAMBERS GLOBAL 2016
(AFRICA-WIDE DISPUTE RESOLUTION)

"One of the leading dispute resolution
groups in Africa sought after for its
geographical reach and depth of resources.
Has extensive experience working with
African governments, state entities and
multinationals operating in Africa.
Highly active on disputes relating to oil and
gas, energy and infrastructure projects."
CHAMBERS GLOBAL 2015
(AFRICA-WIDE DISPUTE RESOLUTION)

"They've given us very incisive advice.
They have a deep knowledge of Africa."
"They have really one of the best
Africa practices."
CHAMBERS GLOBAL 2015
(AFRICA-WIDE DISPUTE RESOLUTION)

"...a go-to group for contentious
matters on the continent."
CHAMBERS GLOBAL 2014
(AFRICA-WIDE DISPUTE RESOLUTION)

OUR AFRICA PRACTICE

GUIDE TO DISPUTE RESOLUTION IN AFRICA

OUR AFRICA PRACTICE
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Our experience in Africa spans all key sectors and practices.
Recent key highlight experience includes advising:
Contentious
BP on all contentious matters in multiple jurisdictions arising from the
terrorist attack at the In Amenas gas processing facility in Algeria
between 16-19 January 2013

further 10 countries in Africa, and related joint venture arrangements
with the Darling Group

Standard Chartered Bank in a series of ICSID arbitrations against
Tanzania arising out of a number of investment treaty breaches in
respect of a power station

CPCS Transcom and the Nigerian Bureau of Public Enterprises on the
privatisation, through share sales or granting of concession, of 17 of
the electricity industry assets and companies which are successors to
the Power Holding Company of Nigeria

Vedanta Resources Plc and Konkola Copper Mines Plc in relation to a
collective action by more than 2,000 claimants regarding alleged
environmental issues arising from mining operations in Zambia

EDF, Rio Tinto Alcan, International Finance Corporation and
Government of Cameroon on the development of the Nachtigal
Hydroelectric Project in Cameroon

Bharti Airtel on a series of major disputes with Econet Wireless
Limited in relation to Bharti's subsidiary in Nigeria

Rio Tinto on its world class Simandou iron ore integrated project in
Guinea for the continued exploration, mining and processing of iron
ore and the construction of the related infrastructure facilities,
including in particular a rail link and deepwater mineral port

Goldman Sachs in relation to claims brought by the Libyan Investment
Authority to recover substantial sums in respect of derivatives trades
executed in 2008
the owner of a LNG terminal in an ICC arbitration concerning a long
term gas supply agreement relating to an offshore African field

Non-contentious
Danone on its acquisition, in partnership with the Abraaj Group, of Fan
Milk International, a leading manufacturer and distributor of frozen
dairy products and juices in West Africa
Bharti Airtel on its US$10.7 billion acquisition of the 15 African mobile
networks of Zain Africa
IHS Holding on all aspects of its acquisition of 1,100
telecommunication towers in Rwanda and Zambia
from Bharti Airtel

Mitsui on the negotiation of the acquisition from Vale of an interest in
the Moatize coal mine in Mozambique and in the related Nacala rail
and port infrastructure
Vitol SA on the project finance aspects of its US$7 billion oil and gas
project in Ghana with ENI supplying gas for power generation,
reportedly the largest single project Foreign Direct Investment inflow
to Ghana since Independence
BTG Pactual on a US$1.525 billion joint venture with Petrobras for the
exploration and production of oil and gas in Africa
ZESCO on the development and financing of the 750MW Kafue
Gorge Lower Hydroelectric Project in Zambia
Stanbic Bank and other lenders on the project financing of
the US$150 million Kinangop Wind Farm Project in Kenya

Godrej Consumer Products on its acquisition of interests in the
Darling Group's artificial hair production and distribution businesses in
Nigeria, Republic of South Africa, Mozambique and Kenya and in a

KEY AFRICA CONTACTS
Stéphane Brabant
Co-Chairman Africa Practice
Paris
T +33 1 53 57 78 32
stephane.brabant@hsf.com

Martin Kavanagh
Co-head Africa Practice
London
T +44 20 7466 2062
martin.kavanagh@hsf.com

Peter Leon
Co-Chairman, Africa Practice
Johannesburg
T +27 11 282 0833
peter.leon@hsf.com

Nina Bowyer
Co-head Africa Practice
Paris
T +33 1 53 57 70 73
nina.bowyer@hsf.com

Further contacts in each region can be found at the back of the Guide.
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OVERVIEW
INTRODUCTION

International investors have long focused on the perceived “traditional”
African resource extraction industries – oil, gas and mining. Investment in
these sectors, originally limited in geographical scope, is now booming
across large pockets of the continent. But investment in Africa is no longer
restricted to natural resources. In recent years we have seen huge growth
in the infrastructure and construction industries, as well as telecoms and
banking, as society in many African countries becomes more urbanised.

Covering almost 12 million square miles and home
to over a billion people, Africa accounts for over
20% of the earth’s land mass and 15% of its
population. Never far from the news, yet often
misunderstood, historically Africa has in the large
part remained relatively untapped from an
investment perspective. Yet the statistics
suggest this situation is changing, with the
continent showing enormous growth potential
in recent years.

The most recent projections for 2018 forecast that economic growth in
the MENA region (3.6%) and Sub-Saharan Africa (4.4%) will be above
the global average of 3.0% and comfortably above those of the advanced
economies (1.9%), the United States (2.1%) and the Euro Area (1.5%).
And with 435 million youths to enter into the continent’s job markets in
the next 15 years, there remains huge scope for further investment. As a
growing African middle class demands increasingly sophisticated
consumer products, ever greater private investment is drawn into Africa
in the billions of dollars. Multinationals, private equity groups, financial
institutions and manufacturers are all investing in domestic production
to compete with foreign imports on a wide range of consumer goods.

In the last 10 years for example, the gross domestic product of the 11
largest countries in sub-Saharan Africa increased by 51% – more than
twice the world average of 23%. Indeed, over the last decade, for those
willing and able to seek out its opportunities, Africa represents the
world’s latest – and potentially greatest – emerging market. Inbound
corporate investment has soared from the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India,
China, and South Africa) countries, accompanied increasingly by interest
from the Gulf Region and Australia. In the 21st century these economies
are gathering alongside the former “classical investors”, namely Great
Britain, France, Canada and the US.

Corruption, political instability and civil unrest remain in some
jurisdictions, however, and these are serious factors to be borne in mind
by anyone considering doing business in Africa. But confidence is
catching and Africa no longer appears to deter commercial interest in the
way it once did. Its status as the final investment frontier increasingly
outweighs the risks. But as long as those risks exist, the chance of being
involved in a complex dispute remains real. We hope that this Guide will
be your first step in identifying, managing and mitigating those risks.
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A CONTINENT OF CULTURAL AND LEGAL DIVERSITY

comprised not just France and the United Kingdom, but Germany, Belgium,
Spain, Italy and Portugal. Add to this the influence of Sharia (Islamic) law and
Arabic culture, as well as indigenous customary laws common to all
countries, and Africa’s legal systems present a complex kaleidoscope.

Africa’s legal landscape comprises a patchwork of legal systems,
predominately either civil law (largely the Francophone jurisdictions) or
common law (largely the Anglophone jurisdictions). There are variations,
however, due largely to the division of Africa by the European colonial
powers. By the early 1900s, the map of African European settlement

The maps below summarise the languages and legal systems
underpinning the continent.
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MAURITIUS

OHADA signatory States
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HOW THIS GUIDE WAS PREPARED

Other inter-governmental agreements include:

We devised a series of questions on litigation, arbitration, ADR and
reform for local counsel in the various jurisdictions. Most jurisdictions
answered 32 questions. Others, often those where arbitration is less
developed, answered a reduced set of questions. We have sought to
conform the chapters for ease of reference but this has not always been
possible, notably where we could not obtain answers to certain
questions. We have cited sums in local currencies throughout the Guide,
due to fluctuating exchange rates.

Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS): founded in
1975 (with the signing of the Treaty of Lagos), the ECOWAS is a regional
organisation of 15 West African countries (Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape
Verde, Côte’d’Ivoire, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia,
Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo). Its mission is to
promote economic integration across the region in “all fields of economic
activity, particularly industry, transport, telecommunications, energy,
agriculture, natural resources, commerce, monetary and financial questions,
social and cultural matters.”

As we have not addressed investment protection in the body of the
chapters, we deal with this important topic separately on page 11 below.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION
The majority of disputes in Africa are solved through commercial
settlement, with companies and States alike preferring negotiation over
the uncertainties of litigation or arbitration. With the sharp increase in
foreign investment across an array of sectors, however, the scope for
formal dispute resolution in Africa will inevitably increase. Whilst
international companies may seek contractually to confine the conduct of
litigation to their own shores, or to nominate international arbitral rules (for
example of the ICC or LCIA), this is not always possible. Contracting
African State entities may require that any disputes be resolved through
their local courts applying local law, or via domestic arbitration.
Importantly, litigation may ensue when seeking to enforce an international
judgment or arbitral award against assets held in an African jurisdiction, or
when dealing with local regulators. As such, a sound understanding of the
legal systems pervading Africa and the specific laws governing the
resolution of disputes within its jurisdictions is essential.

INTER-GOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENTS
In understanding the dispute resolution landscape it is important to bear
in mind that at the supra-national level, a number of inter-governmental
agreements harmonise commercial laws, particularly across
Francophone Africa.
Of the various agreements, OHADA (Organisation pour l’Harmonisation en
Afrique du Droit des Affaires – Organisation for the Harmonisation of
Business Law in Africa) is the most influential and far-reaching from a
disputes perspective. The OHADA Treaty was signed on 17 October 1993.
Seventeen countries are Member States of OHADA (Benin, Burkina Faso,
Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros, Democratic
Republic of Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Guinea,
Guinea-Bissau, Mali, Niger, Republic of Congo, Senegal, Togo).
Under the OHADA Treaty, the Council of Ministers of Justice and
Finance adopt “Uniform Acts” which are directly applicable and
enforceable in each of the Member States. In the sphere of dispute
resolution, the OHADA Treaty governs certain matters such as
enforcement of judgments. Within the context of arbitration, the
Uniform Act on Arbitration within the Framework of the OHADA Treaty
was adopted on 11 March 1999 and came into force on 11 June 1999 (the
Uniform Act). The Uniform Act is directly applicable and governs
virtually the entire arbitral procedure where the seat of the arbitration is
in one of the Member States. Any national arbitration law in a Member
State must therefore be construed in accordance with the Uniform Act.

Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA): formed in
1994, replacing a Preferential Trade Area which had existed since 1981,
COMESA is a free trade area with 19 member states (Burundi, Comoros,
Democratic Republic of Congo, Djibouti, Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya,
Libya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Rwanda, Seychelles, Sudan,
Swaziland, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe). It was established “as an
organisation of free independent sovereign states which have agreed to co-operate
in developing their natural and human resources for the good of all their people”. Its
objectives include the promotion of peace and security in the region.
West African Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU/UEMOA):
created in 1994 (by a Treaty signed in Dakar, Senegal), the WAEMU is an
organisation of eight West African states (Benin, Burkina Faso,
Côte’d’Ivoire, Guinea-Bissau (joined 2 May 1997), Mali, Niger, Senegal,
Togo). Its mission is to promote economic integration among countries
that share the CFA franc as a common currency.
Central African Economic and Monetary Community (CAEMC):
created in 1994, the CAEMC became operational after the Treaty’s
ratification in 1999. It is composed of six states (Gabon, Cameroon,
Central African Republic (CAR), Chad, Equatorial Guinea, Republic of
Congo). Together with the larger Economic Community of Central
African States (ECCAS), CAEMC is one of the Central African regional
Communities established to promote cooperation and exchange among
its members.
Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS): is an
Economic Community of the African Union for promotion of regional
economic co-operation in Central Africa. Composed of 11 States
(Angola, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad,
Democratic Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Republic of
Congo, Rwanda, São Tomé and Príncipe), it “aims to achieve collective
autonomy, raise the standard of living of its populations and maintain
economic stability through harmonious cooperation”. Its ultimate goal is to
establish a Central African Common Market.
Southern African Development Community (SADC): formed in Zambia
in 1980, following the adoption of the Lusaka Declaration, the SADC is
an inter-governmental organisation headquartered in Gaborone,
Botswana. Its goal is to further socio-economic cooperation and
integration as well as political and security cooperation among 15
southern African states (Angola, Botswana, Democratic Republic of
Congo, Lesotho, Madagascar (suspended), Malawi, Mauritius,
Mozambique, Namibia, Seychelles, South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania,
Zambia and Zimbabwe). Most Member States had been allocated the
responsibility of coordinating one or more sectors, by proposing sector
policies, strategies and priorities, and processing projects for inclusion in
the sectoral programme, and monitoring progress.

OVERVIEW
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LITIGATION
Litigation procedures derive in the large part from applicable
pre-independence legal systems. Broadly speaking, these are either
based on codified civil law or common law traditions. As such, those
familiar with either French or English litigation will observe many
similarities both in terms of procedure and substantive law.
In all jurisdictions, a framework for civil litigation exists, and often the
procedures are well identified. However, in many jurisdictions, litigation
is hampered by delays and/or enforcement issues. A number of
jurisdictions estimate that first instance actions run for a matter of
months on average (Algeria and Liberia notably indicate that cases can
be concluded in between two and six months). In most jurisdictions,
however, the time frames are much longer. Indeed, several jurisdictions
with advanced civil litigation laws note particular challenges – in Egypt,
for example, enforcement actions often take longer to conclude than the
underlying merits suit.
In terms of commencing proceedings, African countries tend to adopt
largely similar systems to those in place prior to independence. There are
particularities, however. For example, in a number of Francophone
jurisdictions (Côte’d’Ivoire, Mali, Morocco and Mauritania), civil claims
can be commenced before the courts not only in writing but also orally.
All jurisdictions have some form of disclosure of documents, although,
predictably, the non-Anglophone countries do not import anything akin
to the English concept of “disclosure”. Witnesses more often than not
provide evidence orally, and whilst procedures for expert evidence exist
in almost all jurisdictions, they are not often deployed in many countries.
Interim relief and appeal rights are ubiquitous in some form or another.
Regarding enforcement of foreign judgments, this is not straightforward
and will largely depend on reciprocity agreements being in place.
Usually, these are limited, meaning enforcement of foreign judgments
against assets in Africa can often be complex and uncertain.
Another trend regarding enforcement is that whilst most State entities
have no immunity from prosecution (subject to applicable international
agreements), in a large number of African jurisdictions, State entities
enjoy executional (enforcement) immunity. This is a significant
consideration to bear in mind when considering dispute resolution and
against whom you will want to enforce any judgment/award.
The courts in all jurisdictions have the power to award costs. These
generally encompass lawyers’ fees in the Anglophone jurisdictions but
not in the Francophone countries. Security for costs is something that
can almost always be applied for and, in many cases, will be routine.
As a general point, it is important to note that, aside from the civil court
system, traditional courts often play a major role in rural areas in a large
number of jurisdictions. Village elders or specialist lower courts/
tribunals may determine property and family disputes under customary
law. Sometimes (for example in Chad and Liberia) the application of
customary law permeates through the entire court system and all judges
have jurisdiction to apply both statutory and customary law. Specialist
Khadi/Cadi courts exist in a significant number of jurisdictions (such as
Comoros, Ethiopia, Gambia, Kenya, Nigeria and Sudan). These courts
apply Sharia (Islamic) law exclusively in matters within their jurisdiction
(usually concerning family disputes amongst people of Islamic faith).

HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS

Finally, it is worth noting that the intervention of foreign lawyers before
African courts is in most countries subject to a condition of reciprocity.

COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION
The questions regarding arbitration in this Guide focus on resolution of
commercial disputes by arbitration. An overview of investment arbitration
as it relates to investment in Africa is provided on page 11 below.
An arbitration framework of some description exists in all of the 54
jurisdictions, although practice and experience varies drastically. In
certain countries, arbitration is very much in its infancy. In others –
Namibia, for example – relatively sophisticated rules exist (dating from
before Namibia’s independence from South Africa), yet arbitration is not
widely used in the commercial context and reliance on precedent from
South Africa, which is persuasive but not binding, introduces uncertainty.
Across the continent, one sees countries where historic arbitration
legislation still applies, and those where the domestic legislation has
been brought up to date although it has not yet been thoroughly tested.
A significant number of jurisdictions have sought to align their arbitration
rules and practices with international standards. These include adopting
the UNCITRAL Model Law and embracing arbitration on an international
level by participation in OHADA (see above in relation to
inter-governmental agreements), and acceding to or ratifying the New
York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral
Awards (the New York Convention). In most jurisdictions in which
arbitration is well-established, contributors note that parties agree to
resolve disputes following institutional rules rather than including ad hoc
clauses in their transactions (whereby procedure is determined by the
parties’ agreement, the tribunal and any national law provisions).
The UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration
was created by the United Nations Commission on International Trade
Law (the Model Law). The Model Law provides a definition for what
constitutes an arbitration agreement, and covers all phases of the arbitral
process (including enforcement). It reflects what UNCITRAL has found
to be the worldwide consensus position, with each aspect of the
procedure having been accepted in numerous jurisdictions across the
globe. The UNCITRAL Model Law is designed to assist states in shaping
their own national arbitration laws (unlike the OHADA Uniform Act,
States may choose not to adopt its provisions on a wholesale basis). Ten
of Africa’s jurisdictions have adopted the UNCITRAL Model Law in some
respect into their national arbitration laws,1 with a number of other
contributors reporting that the Model Law has influenced drafters of
their national legislation. Indeed, even in countries in which the Model
Law was not followed, internationally recognised principles (such as the
need for an impartial tribunal and the binding nature of arbitral awards)
were often present in the national arbitration law. The Uniform Act
governing arbitration within the OHADA countries is not based on the
UNCITRAL Model Law but is nevertheless aligned with the fundamental
principles of international commercial arbitration and key features of the
UNCITRAL Model Law.
The New York Convention is the most widely-used regime for the
enforcement and recognition of foreign arbitral awards. The
Convention requires the courts of signatory states to give effect to
private agreements to arbitrate disputes and to recognise and enforce
foreign arbitral awards, subject to specific limited exceptions and

reservations (including, in many cases, a requirement of reciprocity). It
applies to arbitrations that are not considered domestic awards in the
State where recognition and enforcement is sought. Since the last
edition of this Guide, the New York Convention has entered into force
in Burundi, Comoros and the Democratic Republic of Congo. The New
York Convention is now ratified in 35 of Africa’s 54 jurisdictions,2
meaning enforcement of arbitral awards in those jurisdictions should
be more straightforward. This, of itself, promotes arbitration over
litigation, where enforcement is dependent on reciprocal international
agreements and experience on the part of the local judiciary to
recognise and enforce a foreign court judgment.
In general terms, the main African arbitral centres include Mauritius,
Egypt, Nigeria and, for the purposes of arbitration under the OHADA
Uniform Act, Côte d’Ivoire. Mauritius has launched itself as an
international arbitration centre and, having adopted a modern arbitration
law, is seeking to establish itself as a regional hub for international
disputes. The Mauritian courts have a proven track record of issuing
decisions supportive of arbitration. In association with the London-based
international arbitration institution, the LCIA (LCIA-MIAC), the country
successfully bid to host the biennial ICCA conference in May 2016. Egypt
has a modern arbitration law based on the UNCITRAL Model Law and
the Cairo Regional Centre for International Commercial Arbitration
(CRCICA), in operation since 1979, has a deserved good reputation. The
CRCICA Arbitration Rules have historically been based on the
UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules and were amended in 2011 to take into
account the 2010 UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules. Côte’d’Ivoire is
significant as it is home to one of the most important characteristics of
OHADA arbitration – the Common Court of Justice and Arbitration
(Cour commune de justice et d’arbitrage) (the CCJA). This acts as both a
permanent arbitration institution and a supreme court of arbitration for
OHADA Member States in relation to arbitration seated in a Member
State. The CCJA has reached a number of arbitration-related decisions,
some of which have represented a positive step for arbitration in the
region but others of which have set back the reputation of arbitration
under the OHADA regime.3
In light of the increasing number of trade disputes in Africa arising as a
natural consequence of increased investment and trade on the
continent, in June 2016 the International Court of Arbitration of the
International Chamber of Commerce announced plans to partner with
OHADA to help strengthen and develop the practice of international
commercial arbitration across Africa.
Most of the Maghreb countries have improved their arbitration laws to
achieve what is expected under international standards. Algeria and
Morocco have largely aligned their laws with French arbitration rules and
Tunisia has followed the UNCITRAL Model Law.
Overall, in relation to arbitrations seated within the continent and
enforcement of foreign awards, the outlook across Africa is varied but
certainly not bleak. Less sophisticated courts may continue to grapple
with the degree of intervention they should exercise in the process,
particularly in the context of foreign-seated arbitrations. However, the
commercial reality is that arbitration will increasingly be the chosen
dispute resolution process for international contracting parties, partially
because they would prefer to avoid courts with which they are unfamiliar
but predominantly because of the benefits offered by the New York
Convention on enforcement of arbitral awards.
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NEW YORK CONVENTION SIGNATORIES AS AT 22 JULY 2016
Ratification
Accession (*)
Approval (†)
Acceptance (‡) Entry into
or Succession (§) force

State

Notes

Algeria

07/02/1989(*) 08/05/1989

Madagascar

(a), (c) 16/07/1962(*)

Angola

Not a signatory1

Malawi

Not a signatory

State

Notes

Benin

Ratification
Accession (*)
Approval (†)
Acceptance (‡) Entry into
or Succession (§) force

14/10/1962

16/05/1974(*)

14/08/1974

Mali

08/09/1994(*) 07/12/1994

(a), (c) 20/12/1971(*)

19/03/1972

Mauritania

30/01/1997(*)

23/03/1987(*) 21/06/1987

Mauritius

19/06/1996(*) 17/09/1996

23/06/2014(*) 21/09/2014

Morocco

12/02/1959(*)

07/06/1959

Cameroon

19/02/1988(*)

Mozambique

11/06/1998(*)

09/09/1998

Cape Verde

Not a signatory

Botswana
Burkina Faso
Burundi

Central African Republic

(c)

(a), (c) 15/10/1962(*)

19/05/1988

(a)

Namibia
13/01/1963

Not a signatory

Niger

14/10/1964(*)

12/01/1965

(a), (c) 17/03/1970(*)

15/06/1970

Chad

Not a signatory

Comoros

28/04/2015(*) 27/07/2015

Republic of Congo

Not a signatory

Côte d'Ivoire

01/02/1991(*)

02/05/1991

Rwanda

31/10/2008(*) 29/01/2009

Democratic Republic of Congo

05/11/2014(*)

03/02/2015

São Tomé and Príncipe

20/11/2012(*)

18/02/2013
15/01/1995

Djibouti

Nigeria

30/04/1997

Senegal

17/10/1994(*)

Egypt

09/03/1959(*) 07/06/1959

Seychelles

Not a signatory

Equatorial Guinea

Not a signatory

Sierra Leone

Not a signatory

Eritrea

Not a signatory

Somalia

Not a signatory

Ethiopia

Not a signatory

South Africa

03/05/1976(*) 01/08/1976

Gabon

15/12/2006(*) 15/03/2007

South Sudan

Not a signatory

Gambia

Not a signatory

Sudan

Not a signatory

Ghana

09/04/1968(*) 08/07/1968

Swaziland

Not a signatory

Guinea

23/01/1991(*)

Tanzania

Guinea-Bissau

Not a signatory

Kenya

(a), (c) 14/06/1983(§) 27/06/1977

(a)

23/04/1991

(a)

Togo

13/10/1964(*)

11/01/1965

Not a signatory

10/02/1989(*) 11/05/1989

Tunisia

(a), (c) 17/07/1967(*)

15/10/1967

Lesotho

13/06/1989(*)

11/09/1989

Uganda

(a)

12/05/1992

Liberia

16/09/2005(*) 15/12/2005

Zambia

14/03/2002(*) 12/06/2002

Libya

Not a signatory

Zimbabwe

29/09/1994(*) 28/12/1994

12/02/1992(*)

For an up-to-date list of signatories, see www.uncitral.org.
1. It has been reported that legislation in Angola ratifying the Convention came into effect on 12 August 2016. However, at the time of going to print,
this had not been officially notified to UNCITRAL and recorded on its website.

Declarations or other notifications pursuant to article I(3) and article X(1)
(a) This State will apply the Convention only to recognition and enforcement of awards made in the territory of another Contracting State.
(b)	With regard to awards made in the territory of non-Contracting States, this State will apply the Convention only to the extent to which those
States grant reciprocal treatment.
(c)	This State will apply the Convention only to differences arising out of legal relationships, whether contractual or not, that are considered
commercial under the national law.

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION (ADR)
ADR is, on its face, a natural dispute resolution process for the continent.
With its emphasis on flexibility and informality over consideration of
strict legal rights and obligations, one would expect ADR to be more
prevalent. Yet it remains generally underdeveloped in the commercial
sphere, despite often being an adjunct to arbitration (usually through the
official national arbitration centre).
That said, a number of jurisdictions have incorporated mandatory
mediation or conciliation procedures of some form into certain civil
litigation processes (such as Algeria, Chad, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon,
Ghana, Malawi, Namibia, Nigeria, Republic of Congo, Rwanda, Senegal,
Sierra Leone, Tanzania, and Uganda). Generally, however, ADR is not
compulsory unless the parties have contractually agreed to it, which is
rare. It is generally regarded as a positive process, though, in need of
wider application. A number of local counsel have noted that reform in
the context of ADR is on the horizon in their countries.

INVESTMENT PROTECTION
Investment protections are significant in the context of Africa because
foreign investors are conscious of a risk profile that may exceed their
usual risk tolerance (historically in relation to sub-Saharan Africa and,
more recently, in the context of North Africa).
Investment protection refers to the legal protections available to
investors investing in foreign states. This growing area of international
law provides mechanisms whereby investors can mitigate the risks and
uncertainties associated with investing in foreign and often unfamiliar
“host” states. Conversely, such protective mechanisms are offered by
host states to attract foreign investors.
Broadly, these mechanisms fall into the following categories: (1) host
state investment legislation; (2) investment contracts directly between
the investor and the host state government; (3) bilateral investment
treaties (BITs) between the governments of the foreign investor’s home
state and the host state; and (4) multilateral investment treaties between
the governments of more than two states. We will focus on the third of
these, BITs, as they are the most common means by which foreign
investors seek to protect their investments.

BILATERAL INVESTMENT TREATIES (BITS)
BITs have proliferated in recent years, such that there now exist more
than 2,200 in force globally, of which approximately 480 involve African
states as parties. While BITs initially were entered into between
capital-rich developed states and capital-desirous developing states, this
paradigm is shifting such that increasing numbers of developing states
are entering into BITs with each other. This shift can be seen by the
increasing number of intra-Africa BITs. A comprehensive table setting
out African States’ BIT counterparties is at page 13.
In summary, a BIT provides protection for an investment that meets a
prescribed (usually broad) definition in the BIT, made by a qualifying
foreign investor of one signatory state, in the territory of the other
signatory state. The specific provisions and protections will of course
vary across BITs, however generally a BIT will provide that each of the
states guarantee the other state’s investors certain substantive
protections. These protections usually consist of both absolute and
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comparative guarantees. The most common substantive protections in
BITs include:
i)

protection from expropriation without compensation

ii) a guarantee of fair and equitable treatment (FET)
iii) a guarantee of national treatment no less favourable than that given
to nationals of the host state in like circumstances
iv) a guarantee of full physical protection and security
v) a guarantee of treatment no less favourable than that given to
investors from a third state (“most-favoured nation treatment”)
vi) promises that the host state will comply with all obligations or
commitments it has accepted in relation to investments made by
investors from the other signatory state
Protection from expropriation without compensation is considered to be
the most fundamental and traditional investment protection and
therefore is ubiquitous across BITs. This protection prevents a host state
from expropriating (directly or indirectly) or nationalising the investment
without just compensation and thereby depriving the investor of the
value of its investment. Another commonly-invoked protection is FET,
wherein the host state is prevented from taking any arbitrary or
discriminatory measures against foreign investments.
In addition to providing substantive protections to foreign investors, a
distinctive feature of BITs is that they often provide for dispute resolution
through international arbitration, which most foreign investors will
consider to be a preferred alternative to litigating disputes in the host
state’s domestic courts. International arbitration under the auspices of
the World Bank’s International Centre for the Settlement of Investment
Disputes (ICSID) in accordance with ICSID’s Arbitration Rules is the
most common dispute resolution mechanism referenced in BITs,
however, it is not uncommon for BITs to provide for the settlement of
investor-state disputes through arbitration administered by other
well-known arbitral institutions such as the ICC, the Permanent Court of
Arbitration, and the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce. Some BITs
provide a choice of forum for the investor. We take a closer look at ICSID
in the next section below.
Potential investors wishing to benefit from the protections offered by
BITs will want to structure their transaction(s) with the particular BIT(s)
in mind, not least to ensure that they and their investment qualify as
“investors” and “investments” under the BIT(s). Potential investors will
also want to bear in mind other potential jurisdictional issues which may
affect their ability to avail themselves of the protections in the BIT(s). Of
particular importance are temporal issues. For example, measures taken
by a host state before a BIT takes effect generally are not covered, and an
investment cannot be restructured after a dispute has arisen as a means
to gain protection under a BIT.

ICSID
Established by the 1965 Washington Convention on the Settlement of
Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States (the
Convention), ICSID is an international institution facilitating arbitration
and conciliation of international investment disputes between investors
and the host states in which they invest. Although based in Washington,
DC, ICSID has supranational jurisdiction and therefore ICSID
proceedings and awards are independent of any involvement or review
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by the US or any other domestic courts. It is impossible to appeal an
ICSID award on the merits; however, ICSID offers an annulment
procedure in which the procedural correctness of an award will be
reviewed on very limited grounds.
By ratifying the Convention, ICSID contracting states agree to treat an
ICSID award as equivalent to a final judgment of a court in their states.
Thus, ICSID awards are directly enforceable in ICSID Member States and
do not need to be enforced under domestic procedures pursuant to the
New York Convention. It bears emphasis, however, that a host state’s
ratification of the Convention is necessary, but not sufficient, to
commencing ICSID proceedings against that host state. This is because
ICSID’s jurisdiction rests on the parties’ consent to arbitrate. The host
state evidences such consent by not only ratifying the Convention but
also by providing consent through a BIT or one of the investment
protection mechanisms discussed above such as an investment
contract, a host-state investment law, or a multilateral investment treaty.
There are currently 152 contracting Member States which have ratified
the Convention, including 45 of the 54 African States considered in this
Guide. A further 3 member states have signed but not ratified the
Convention – Ethiopia, Guinea-Bissau and Namibia fall into this category.
Angola, Djibouti, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Libya and South Africa all
have yet to sign the Convention. A full list of the status of African states
vis-à-vis ICSID can be found at page 13.
In addition to the ICSID Rules which govern disputes between signatory
host states and nationals of other signatory states, ICSID has Additional
Facility Rules to deal with disputes where, among other things, one of the
parties is not a signatory state or is not a national of a signatory state. For
example, Spain is a contracting party to the Convention, however
Ethiopia has only signed (and not ratified) the Convention. Accordingly,
the Ethiopia-Spain BIT provides for arbitration under the ICSID
Additional Facility Rules in the event that one of the parties is not an
ICSID contracting party at the time the dispute arises. Thus, it is possible
for parties to arbitrate their disputes under the auspices of ICSID even if
one of the parties has not ratified the Convention. Awards made
pursuant to the Additional Facility Rules do not, however, benefit from
the provisions on recognition and enforcement of awards found in the
Convention. Therefore, an award under the Additional Facility Rules
would be equated to an international commercial arbitral award, such as
those rendered under the ICC Rules or the LCIA Rules, and would have to
be recognised/enforced pursuant to some other enforcement regime
such as the New York Convention.

INVESTOR-STATE DISPUTES INVOLVING
AFRICAN STATES
Given that international arbitrations can be confidential, can be
conducted under the auspices of numerous arbitral institutions, and are
not always published, there is no single database providing a list of or
access to all investment claims.4 According to publicly available
information, as of 18 March 2016, a total of 121 claims have been
registered against African states, with all 121 of these being conducted
under the various ICSID rules. To put this figure into perspective, to date
some 563 claims have been registered at ICSID, thus claims involving
African states comprise approximately 21% of ICSID’s total caseload.
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i. Concluded proceedings and awards
Of these 121 claims, 85 resulted in concluded proceedings and 36 claims
are presently pending. Of the 85 concluded proceedings, 46 have
resulted in an award, of which 27 have been published. Of the 27 cases
with published awards, 14 were based on bilateral investment treaties,
11 arose out of contracts which granted jurisdiction to resolve disputes to
ICSID, and 2 arose from other grounds. The claimant investor was
successful in obtaining some remedy (whether complete or partial) in
9 out of these 27 cases. Claims of expropriation were made in 25 out of
these 27 cases, and findings of expropriation were made in 8 of these
cases. Further, of these 27 cases, breaches of treaty provisions
guaranteeing FET or full protection and security were made in 25 cases,
with findings in 6 cases.

ii. Pending cases
As regards the 36 pending cases, 35 of them are arbitration proceedings
and 1 is a conciliation proceeding. Of these 36 claims, 11 are against the
Arab Republic of Egypt and many of them are attributable to the Arab
Spring. 13 out of 36 of these claims concern natural resources. Although
many of these pending claims involve contractual issues, in some claims
against Zimbabwe and Egypt the disputes have political origins. In
addition, changes in law or regulations are also a cause for claims
brought against Senegal and Algeria.

iii. Themes
It bears mentioning that some African cases involve a backdrop of
alleged corruption on the part of the host state, often also involving the
investor. In a claim against Kenya, the ICSID tribunal refused to hear the
claim on the basis that the foreign investor had been involved in corrupt
practices, and held that the involvement of Kenyan officials in those
corrupt practices did not absolve the investor of liability.5 A concluded
claim against the Arab Republic of Egypt had similar allegations of
corruption but was discontinued upon settlement by the parties.6 It
should also be noted that NGOs and other third parties have been known
to act as amicus curiae in African investment claims, on account of
environmental or human rights issues. This practice is increasing as a
result of a change in the ICSID Arbitration Rules which now specifically
provide, in rule 37, for the intervention of third parties by way of amicus
submissions and, in rule 32, for the attendance of third parties at
hearings. The first ruling made by a tribunal under rule 37 was in a claim
against the United Republic of Tanzania.7

Conclusion
A significant number of African states have signed the ICSID Convention
and growing numbers are signing (and, importantly, ratifying) BITs with
states both inside and outside the continent. With appropriate foresight,
these and other investment protections can enable investors to develop
careful strategies which maximise protection of their investments and
minimise the risks often associated with investing in African host states.
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AFRICAN BITs AS AT 22 JULY 20168
Country

ICSID

# BITs ratified and countries

Algeria



28 – Argentina, Austria, Bahrain, Belgium-Luxembourg, Bulgaria, China, Cuba*, Czech
Republic*, Denmark, Egypt, Ethiopia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Indonesia*, Iran, Italy,
Jordan, Korea (Republic), Kuwait*, Libya*, Malaysia*, Mali, Mauritania*, Mozambique,
Netherlands, Niger*, Nigeria*, Oman, Portugal, Qatar*, Romania, Russian Federation*, Serbia,
South Africa*, Spain, Sudan*, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria*, Tajikistan*, Tunisia*, Turkey*, UAE,
Ukraine*, Vietnam*, Yemen*

Angola

4 – Brazil*, Cape Verde, France*, Germany, Italy, Portugal*, Russian Federation, Saudi Arabia*,
South Africa*, Spain*, UK*

Benin



6 – Belgium-Luxembourg, Burkina Faso*, Canada, Chad*, China*, Germany, Ghana*, Guinea*,
Lebanon*, Mali*, Mauritius*, Morocco*, Netherlands, Switzerland, Turkey*, UAE*, UK

Botswana



2 – Belgium-Luxembourg*, China*, Egypt*, Germany, Ghana*, Malaysia*, Mauritius*,
Switzerland, Zimbabwe*

Burkina Faso



8 – Belgium-Luxembourg, Benin*, Canada*, Chad*, Comoros*, Germany, Ghana*, Guinea, Korea
(Republic), Malaysia, Mauritania*, Morocco, Netherlands, Singapore*, Switzerland, Tunisia*

Burundi



5 – Belgium-Luxembourg, Comoros*, Germany, Kenya*, Mauritius, Netherlands, UK

Cameroon



9 – Belgium-Luxembourg, Canada*, China, Egypt*, Germany, Guinea*, Italy, Mali*, Mauritania*,
Mauritius*, Morocco*, Netherlands, Romania, Switzerland, Turkey*, UK, US

Cape Verde



7 – Angola, Austria† China, Cuba, Germany, Italy*, Netherlands, Portugal, Switzerland

Central African Republic 

2 – Egypt*, France*, Germany, Morocco*, Switzerland

Chad



3 – Benin*, Burkina Faso*, China*, Egypt*, France*, Germany, Guinea*, Italy, Lebanon*, Mali*,
Mauritius*, Morocco*, Qatar*, Switzerland

Comoros



1 – Belgium-Luxembourg*, Burkina Faso*, Burundi*, Egypt, Mali*, Mauritius*

Democratic Republic of 
Congo

4 – Belgium-Luxembourg*, China*, Egypt*, France, Germany, Greece*, India*, Israel*, Italy*,
Jordan*, Korea (Republic)*, Portugal*, South Africa*, Switzerland, Ukraine*, US

Côte d'Ivoire

7 – Belgium-Luxembourg, Canada, China*, Germany, Ghana*, Italy*, Netherlands, Singapore*,
Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia*, UK



Djibouti
Egypt

3 – China*, Egypt*, France, India*, Iran*, Italy, Malaysia*, Switzerland, Turkey*



75 – Albania, Algeria, Argentina, Armenia, Australia, Austria, Azerbaijan*, Bahrain, Belarus,
Belgium-Luxembourg, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Botswana*, Bulgaria, Cameroon*, Canada,
Central African Republic*, Chad*, Chile*, China, Comoros, Congo (Democratic Republic)*,
Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Djibouti*, Ethiopia, Finland, France, Gabon*,
Georgia*, Germany, Ghana*, Greece, Guinea*, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia† Iran*, Italy,
Jamaica*, Japan, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Korea (Democratic People's Republic), Korea (Republic),
Kuwait, Latvia, Lebanon, Libya, Macedonia*, Malawi, Malaysia, Mali, Malta, Mauritius,
Mongolia, Morocco, Mozambique, Netherlands, Niger*, Nigeria*, Oman, Pakistan*, Palestinian
Territory, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Romania, Russian Federation, Saudi Arabia, Senegal*, Serbia,
Seychelles*, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, Somalia, South Africa*, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sudan,
Swaziland*, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Tanzania*, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Turkmenistan, UAE,
Uganda*, UK, Ukraine, US, Uzbekistan, Vietnam, Yemen, Zambia*, Zimbabwe*

Equatorial Guinea

3 –China, Ethiopia*, France, Morocco*, Portugal*, Russian Federation*, South Africa*,
Spain, Ukraine*

Eritrea

1 – Italy, Netherlands*, Qatar*, Uganda*

Ethiopia

 (signature only)

25 – Algeria, Austria, Belgium-Luxembourg, China, Denmark, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea*,
Finland, France, Germany, India*, Iran, Israel, Italy, Korea (Republic), Kuwait, Libya,
Luxembourg, Malaysia, Mauritius*, Netherlands, Nigeria*, Russian Federation, South Africa*,
Spain*, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, Turkey, UAE*, UK*, Uganda*, Yemen
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AFRICAN BITs AS AT 22 JULY 20168
Country

ICSID

# BITs ratified and countries

Gabon



8 – Belgium-Luxembourg, China, Egypt*, France*, Germany, Italy, Lebanon*, Mali*, Mauritius*,
Morocco, Portugal*, Romania, South Africa*, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey*

Gambia



6 – Guinea*, Iran*, Libya*, Mali*, Mauritania*, Kuwait*, Morocco, Netherlands, Qatar, Spain*,
Switzerland, Taiwan, Turkey*, UK, Ukraine*

Ghana



8 – Benin*, Botswana*, Bulgaria*, Burkina Faso*, China, Cuba*, Côte d'Ivoire*, Denmark, Egypt*,
France*, Germany, Guinea*, India*, Italy*, Malaysia, Mauritania*, Mauritius*, Netherlands,
Romania*, Serbia, South Africa*, Spain*, Switzerland, UK, Zambia*, Zimbabwe*

Guinea



6 – Benin*, Burkina Faso, Cameroon*, Canada*, Chad*, China*, Egypt*, Ethiopia*, France*,
Gambia*, Germany, Ghana*, Italy, Lebanon*, Malaysia, Mali*, Mauritania*, Mauritius*,
Morocco*, Portugal*, Serbia, South Africa*, Switzerland, Tunisia*, Turkey*

Guinea-Bissau

 (signature only)

1 – Morocco*, Portugal

Kenya



6 – Burundi*, China*, Finland*, France, Germany, Iran*, Italy, Kuwait*, Libya*, Mauritius*,
Netherlands, Slovakia*, Switzerland, Turkey*, UK

Lesotho



3 – Germany, Switzerland, UK

Liberia



5 – Algeria*, Belgium-Luxembourg*, France, Germany, Qatar*, Spain, Switzerland, Syria,
Turkey*

Libya

23 – Algeria*, Austria, Belarus, Belgium-Luxembourg, Bulgaria, China*, Congo*, Croatia*, Cyprus,
Egypt, Ethiopia, France, Gambia*, Germany, India, Indonesia, Iran, Italy, Kenya*, Korea
(Republic)*, Malta, Morocco, Portugal, Qatar*, Russian Federation, San Marino*, Serbia,
Singapore, Slovakia*, South Africa*, Spain, Switzerland, Syria, Tunisia*, Turkey, UK*, Ukraine*

Madagascar



8 – Belgium-Luxembourg, China, France, Germany, Mauritius, Mongolia*, Norway, South
Africa*, Sweden, Switzerland

Malawi



3 – Brazil*, Egypt, Italy, Malaysia*, Netherlands, Taiwan*, Zimbabwe*

Mali



7 – Algeria, Benin*, Cameroon*, Canada*, Chad*, China, Comoros*, Egypt, Gabon*, Gambia*,
Germany, Guinea*, Korea (Democratic People's Republic)*, Morocco, Netherlands, Qatar*,
Senegal*, Switzerland, Tunisia*

Mauritania



7 – Algeria*, Belgium-Luxembourg*, Burkina Faso*, Cameroon*, Gambia*, Germany, Ghana*,
Guinea*, Italy, Korea (Republic), Kuwait*, Lebanon, Lithuania*, Mauritius*, Morocco, Qatar*,
Romania, Spain*, Switzerland, Tunisia*

Mauritius



25 – Barbados, Belgium-Luxembourg, Benin*, Botswana*, Burundi, Cameroon*, Chad*, China,
Comoros*, Congo, Czech Republic, Egypt*, Ethiopia*, Finland, France, Gabon*, Germany, Ghana*,
Guinea*, India, Indonesia, Kenya*, Korea (Republic), Kuwait, Madagascar, Mauritania*,
Mozambique, Nepal*, Pakistan, Portugal, Romania, Rwanda*, Senegal, Singapore, South Africa,
Swaziland*, Sweden, Switzerland, Tanzania, Turkey*, UAE*, UK, Zambia*, Zimbabwe*

Morocco



47 – Argentina, Austria, Bahrain, Belgium-Luxembourg, Benin*,Bulgaria, Burkina Faso*,
Cameroon*, Central African Republic*, Chad*, China, Croatia*, Czech Republic, Denmark*,
Dominican Republic, Egypt, El Salvador, Equatorial Guinea*, Estonia, Finland, France, Gabon,
Gambia*, Germany, Greece, Guinea*, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq*, Italy, Jordan, Korea
(Republic), Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Macedonia, Malaysia, Mali, Mauritania, Netherlands,
Oman, Pakistan*, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Romania, Senegal*, Serbia*, Slovakia*, Spain, Sudan,
Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey, UAE, UK, Ukraine, US, Vietnam*, Yemen*

Mozambique



21 – Algeria, Belgium-Luxembourg, Brazil*, China, Cuba, Denmark, Egypt*, Finland, France,
Germany, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Mauritius, Netherlands, Portugal, South Africa, Spain*,
Sweden, Switzerland, UAE*, UK, US, Vietnam, Zimbabwe*

Namibia

 (signature only)

8 – Austria, China*, Congo*, Cuba*, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Malaysia*, Netherlands,
Russian Federation*, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey*, Vietnam*

Niger



2 – Algeria*, Egypt*, Germany, Switzerland, Tunisia*
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Country

ICSID

# BITs ratified and countries

Nigeria



15 – Algeria*, Austria*, Bulgaria*, Canada*, China, Egypt*, Ethiopia*, Finland, France, Germany,
Italy, Jamaica*, Korea (Republic), Kuwait*, Netherlands, Romania, Russian Federation*, Serbia,
South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, Turkey*, Uganda*, UK

Republic of Congo



8 - China, Germany, Italy, Korea (Republic), Libya*, Mauritius, Namibia*, Portugal*, South
Africa*, Spain*, Switzerland, Tunisia*, UK, US

Rwanda



5 – Belgium-Luxembourg, Germany, Korea (Republic), Mauritius*, South Africa*, Switzerland, US

São Tomé and Príncipe



0 – Portugal*

Senegal



14 – Argentina, Canada*, Egypt*, France, Germany, India, Italy, Korea (Republic), Kuwait*,
Malaysia*, Mali*, Mauritius, Morocco*, Netherlands, Portugal*, Qatar*, Romania, South
Africa*, Spain*, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria*, Taiwan*, Tunisia*, Turkey, UK, US

Seychelles





2 – , China*, Cyprus, Egypt*, France, India*

Sierra Leone
Somalia
South Africa

South Sudan

2 – China*, Germany, UK
2 – Egypt, Germany
15 – Algeria*, Angola*, Argentina, Austria†, Belgium-Luxembourg†, Brunei Darussalam*,
Canada*, Chile*, China, Congo (Democratic Republic)*, Congo (Republic of)*, Cuba, Czech
Republic, Denmark†, Egypt*, Equatorial Guinea*, Ethiopia*, Finland, France†, Gabon*,
Germany†, Ghana*, Greece, Guinea*, Iran, Israel*, Italy, Korea (Republic), Libya*,
Madagascar*, Mauritius , Mozambique, Netherlands†, Nigeria, Paraguay, Qatar*, Russian
Federation, Rwanda*, Senegal*, Spain†, Sweden, Switzerland†, Tanzania*, Tunisia*, Turkey*,
Uganda*, UK†, Yemen*, Zimbabwe*




0




2 – Egypt*, Germany, Kuwait*, Mauritius*, Taiwan*, UK

3 – Belgium-Luxembourg*, Germany, Portugal, Switzerland, Tunisia*

Tunisia




Uganda



7 – Belgium-Luxembourg*, China*, Cuba*, Denmark, Egypt*, Eritrea*, France, Germany, Italy,
Netherlands, Nigeria*, Peru*, South Africa*, Switzerland, UK, Zimbabwe*

Zambia



5 – Belgium-Luxembourg*, China*, Croatia*, Cuba*, Egypt*, Finland*, France, Germany, Ghana*,
Italy, Mauritius*, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK*

Zimbabwe



7 – Austria*, Botswana*, China, Croatia*, Czech Republic*, Denmark, Egypt*, France*, Germany,
Ghana*, India*, Indonesia*, Iran, Italy*, Jamaica*, Kuwait*, Malawi*, Malaysia*, Mauritius*,
Mozambique*, Netherlands, Portugal*, Serbia, Singapore*, South Africa*, Sweden*, Switzerland,
Tanzania*, Thailand*, Uganda*, UK*

Sudan

Swaziland
Tanzania

Togo

14 – Algeria*, Bahrain*, Belgium-Luxembourg*, Bulgaria*, China, Egypt, Ethiopia, France,
Germany, India, Indonesia*, Iran, Italy*, Jordan, Kuwait*, Lebanon, Malaysia*, Morocco,
Netherlands, Oman, Qatar*, Romania*, Switzerland, Syria, Tunisia*, Turkey*, UAE*, Yemen*
11 – Canada, China, Denmark, Egypt*, Finland, Germany, Italy, Jordan*, Korea (Republic)*,
Kuwait*, Mauritius, Netherlands, Oman*, South Africa*, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey*, UK,
Zimbabwe*
34 – Albania*, Algeria*, Argentina , Austria, Belgium-Luxembourg, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso*,
Chile*, China, Congo*, Czech Republic, Côte d'Ivoire*, Denmark, Egypt, Ethiopia, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Guinea*, Hungary*, Indonesia, Iran, Italy, Jordan, Korea (Republic),
Kuwait*, Lebanon, Libya*, Mali*, Malta, Mauritania*, Morocco, Netherlands, Niger*, Oman,
Pakistan*, Poland, Portugal, Qatar*, Romania, Senegal*, South Africa*, Spain, Sudan*, Sweden,
Switzerland, Syria, Togo*, Turkey, UAE, UK, US, Yemen*

*denotes countries that have signed but not ratified the BIT
† On 31 March 2013, the BIT between Austria and Cape Verde was terminated. For investments entered into prior to the date of termination, the BIT remains in force for a period
of 10 years from the date of termination.
† On 30 November 2014, the BIT between Egypt and Indonesia was terminated. For investments entered into prior to the date of termination, the BIT remains in force for a period
of 10 years.
† On 11 October 2014, the BIT between Austria and South Africa was terminated. For investments entered into prior to the date of termination, the BIT remains in force for a period
of 20 years.
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† On 7 September 2012, South Africa notified its intention not to renew the BIT with the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union. The BIT terminated on 13 March 2013, when its 10 year
term expired, although qualifying investments existing at the date enjoy a further 10 years of protection.
† On 31 August 2014, the BIT between Denmark and South Africa was terminated. For investments entered into prior to the date of termination, the BIT remains in force for a period
of 10 years.
† On 1 September 2014, the BIT between France and South Africa was terminated. For investments entered into prior to the date of termination, the BIT remains in force for a period
of 20 years.
† On 22 October 2014, the BIT between Germany and South Africa was terminated. For investments entered into prior to the date of termination, the BIT remains in force for a period
of 20 years.
† On 1 November 2013, the BIT between the Netherlands and South Africa was terminated. For investments entered into prior to the date of termination, the BIT remains in force for a
period of 15 years.
† On 23 December 2013, the BIT between Spain and South Africa was terminated. For investments entered into prior to the date of termination, the BIT remains in force for a period
of 10 years.
† On 1 November 2013, the BIT between Switzerland and South Africa was terminated. For investments entered into prior to the date of termination, the BIT remains in force for a period
of 20 years.
† On 1 September 2014, the BIT between the UK and South Africa was terminated. For investments entered into prior to the date of termination, the BIT remains in force for a period
of 20 years.

1. As notified to UNCITRAL: Egypt, Kenya, Madagascar, Mauritius, Nigeria, Rwanda, Tunisia, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
2. A comprehensive table setting out which African states have ratified the New York Convention is at page 10.
3. For example, in November 2015, the CCJA ruled that an award made under the CCJA rules should be set aside on the grounds that the arbitrators had entered into a
separate fee agreement with the parties to the arbitration and thereby exceeded their mandate and deliberately excluded the mandatory provisions of OHADA arbitration
rules providing that the parties are bound by the fees set by the CCJA.
4. Unless otherwise indicated, our conclusions are based on publicly available information from those sources we believe to have the most reliable information.
5. World Duty Free Company Limited v. Republic of Kenya (ICSID Case No. ARB/00/7).
6. Hussain Sajwani, Damac Park Avenue for Real Estate Development S.A.E., and Damac Gamsha Bay for Development S.A.E. v. Arab Republic of Egypt (ICSID Case No. ARB/11/16).
7. Biwater Gauff (Tanzania) Ltd. V. United Republic of Tanzania (ICSID Case No. ARB/05/22).
8. Source of this table: UNCTAD Investment Policy Hub, Kluwer Arbitration.
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Namibian law comprises uncodified Roman Dutch
common law, which forms the main body of the
civil law, and also various principles and institutions
derived from English law, predominantly in the
areas of corporate and mercantile law.
In addition, Namibian law is supplemented by
parliamentary legislation (both of pre-and
post-independence origin), subordinate legislation,
as well as customary law of the indigenous people
of Namibia.
Under the Namibian Constitution, the laws
introduced to the territory of South West Africa
(prior to independence on 21 March 1990) remain
in force until repealed by Parliament or ruled
unconstitutional.
LITIGATION
1. WHAT IS THE STRUCTURE OF THE LEGAL
PROFESSION?
The distinction between advocates (barristers) and attorneys
(solicitors) was abolished by the Legal Practitioners Act 1995, and
Namibia now has a unified profession such that all legal
practitioners have rights of audience in all the courts of Namibia.
However, in practice, the distinction between advocates and
attorneys is still maintained. Advocates tend to practise as High
Court litigation specialists, and will, in terms of the rules of their
Bar Council, only act for clients on the instructions of
instructing attorneys.
The legal profession is regulated by the Legal Practitioners Act
1995, and a person may be admitted to practise as a legal
practitioner if he or she:
is a fit and proper person to be admitted
is duly qualified
is a Namibian citizen, or has been lawfully admitted to
Namibia as a permanent resident and is ordinarily resident in
Namibia, or holds an employment permit if he or she is in
service of the State
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A person is duly qualified if he or she:
holds a degree in law from the University of Namibia or an
equivalent qualification from another university/comparable
educational institution outside Namibia as prescribed by the
Minister of Justice
has satisfactorily completed practical legal training (at least
six months) and
has passed the Legal Practitioners Qualifying Examination
(LPQE) with the Justice Training Centre
The Legal Practitioners Act 1995 provides that, magistrates,
prosecutors and other specified persons, who have been in the
service of the State for five years or more, are duly qualified.
The Legal Practitioners Act 1995 establishes the Law Society of
Namibia, of which every enrolled legal practitioner is a member. The
purpose of the Law Society is to maintain and enhance the standards
of conduct and integrity of all members of the legal profession.
A disciplinary committee also established under the Legal
Practitioners Act 1995 is responsible for maintaining the
professional and ethical conduct of legal practitioners.
2. WHAT IS THE STRUCTURE OF THE COURT
SYSTEM?
Under the Namibian Constitution the judiciary comprises:
the Supreme Court
the High Court
the lower courts
The Supreme Court hears and adjudicates on appeals from the
High Court, including appeals involving the interpretation of the
Namibian Constitution. The Supreme Court may act as a court of
first instance in matters referred to it by the Attorney General.
The High Court comprises an Admiralty Court, a Labour Court, a
special Tax Court and a Water Court. It has jurisdiction to hear all
civil disputes, including cases which involve the interpretation of
the Namibian Constitution. The High Court has jurisdiction to hear
appeals or to review proceedings from the lower courts.
Magistrates' Courts have clearly defined jurisdiction by reference
to geographic area, persons, causes of action and claim amounts.
They have no jurisdiction to hear matrimonial cases, mental
incapacity matters, insolvency proceedings, matters involving the
validity or interpretation of wills and, generally, causes of action
with claim amounts in excess of NAD 25,000.

There are no jury trials in civil litigation, and in the High Court, civil
cases are heard by a single judge. Some statutes provide for the
possibility of a High Court judge sitting with assessors. Most
importantly, the Income Tax Act 1981 requires the appointment of
an accountant and a representative of the commercial community
as assessors. Any matter of law, and any question as to whether a
matter for decision is a matter of fact or law will, however, be
decided by the judge alone.
The civil justice system is adversarial. Through the introduction of
a comprehensive case management system in 2014, the judge's
role during the trial is now an active one.
3.

WHAT ARE THE TIME LIMITS FOR BRINGING CIVIL
CLAIMS?

Under the Prescription Act 1969, the limitation periods are:
30 years (debts secured by mortgage, judgment debts, debts in
respect of any taxation imposed or levied by law, debts owed to
the State in respect of any share of the profits, royalties or any
similar consideration payable in respect of the right to mine
minerals or other substances)
15 years (debts owed to the State and arising out of an advance or
loan of money or a sale or lease of land by the State to the debtor)
six years (debts arising from bills of exchange or other
negotiable instrument or from a notarial contract)
three years (all other cases)
In addition to the Prescription Act 1969, there are other specific
statutes of limitation. They commonly relate to civil claims against
the Government, such as against the Namibian Police, and usually
time bar claims earlier than under the Prescription Act 1969.
4. ARE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN A LAWYER
AND HIS/HER CLIENT PRIVILEGED (IE
PROTECTED FROM DISCLOSURE TO A COURT/
TRIBUNAL AND OPPOSING PARTIES)?
Yes. The rules of privilege are based on common law principles.
Privilege can be waived by the client (there is no requirement for
the waiver to be in writing). Limited exclusions to privilege exist,
notably in the case of money laundering, where a lawyer's duty of
disclosure overrides privilege.
5. HOW ARE CIVIL PROCEEDINGS COMMENCED,
AND WHAT IS THE TYPICAL PROCEDURE WHICH
IS THEN FOLLOWED?
There are two basic forms of civil litigation in the Namibian courts:
the action procedure and the application procedure.
Action procedure
The action procedure, which is commenced by way of summons,
consists of the following phases and components, all of which take
place within the case planning and case management procedures:
exchange of pleadings, in which the essential facts of the
parties' cases are set out without evidence
pre-trial procedure (including discovery)
trial hearing
The exchange of pleadings involves the filing by the plaintiff of the
summons with particulars of claim, to which the defendant pleads.
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Due to the fact that the action procedure is not actively managed,
there are no fixed timeframes, but the process is as follows:
immediately following a notice of intention to defend, a
managing judge is appointed, who calls for a case
planning hearing
upon the case planning hearing, an order is made by the judge
as to the dates for filing any summary judgment applications,
exceptions, pleadings (plea and replication) counterapplications, etc, and the matter is postponed to a
status hearing
at the status hearing, the parties report on the progress and, if
the pleadings have been exchanged and all aspects of the
previous order have been complied with, the judge gives a case
management date
at the case management date, the parties must file case
management reports, detailing the facts in dispute and
witnesses. Again, the matter is postponed to a status hearing
at the status hearing, the parties report on the progress and, if
the case management has been completed, the judge
postpones the matter to a pre-trial hearing
at the pre-trial hearing, the parties file a report and an order is
made in respect of the witnesses to be called, the days required
for the hearing, dates for requesting trial particulars, discovery
and the proposed hearing date or dates. Again, the matter is
postponed to a status hearing
at the status hearing, and if the pre-trial steps have been
completed, the judge allocates a trial date
It must be noted that, within the case management, the parties
may agree to court-connected mediation, or the managing judge
may mero-motu refer the matter to court-connected mediation.
Application procedure
The application procedure is suitable where there are no
disputes of fact. The applicant serves on the respondent a notice
of motion (setting out the relief claimed) supported by an
affidavit and documentary evidence. The respondent files an
opposing affidavit, to which the applicant usually files a reply
affidavit. Further affidavits may be allowed in appropriate
circumstances, following which the matter is set down for
hearing and argument. Urgent applications may be brought
under appropriate circumstances.
The time limits under the Rules of Court are as follows:
the respondent has 10 days following service of the notice of
motion and the founding affidavit to file notice of his or her
intention to oppose the application
the respondent has 14 days to file his or her opposing affidavit
the applicant may file a replying affidavit within 14 days
if the respondent brings a counter-application, the applicant has
10 days to file an opposing affidavit, and the respondent 14 days
to file an opposing affidavit in the counter-application
(The reference to "days" here is a reference to court days).
When an application is ready for hearing, it will be enrolled in
accordance with the practice directives of the High Court and in
accordance with the case management procedure.
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6. WHAT IS THE EXTENT OF PRE-TRIAL EXCHANGE
OF EVIDENCE, AND HOW IS EVIDENCE
PRESENTED AT TRIAL?
Action procedure
The High Court Rules contain extensive provisions on the
discovery, inspection and production of documents after the close
of pleadings but before trial. Each party is obliged to disclose
under oath all documents relating to any matter in question in the
action which have been in possession or control of such party.
Save with the leave of the High Court, documents not disclosed
may not be used for any purpose at trial by the party who failed to
disclose them. Specific disclosure applications may be made.
The High Court Rules also provide for inspections in loco, and the
filing of witness statements and affidavits (including expert
statements and summaries) prior to trial, as well as for the
subpoena of witnesses (with or without documents) to appear at
trial. Furthermore, on application of a party, the High Court may
take evidence on commission where this is convenient or
necessary for the purposes of justice.
In trial, evidence is given orally, with documents on which evidence
is given being handed up as exhibits. Ordinarily, the plaintiff bears
the burden of proof, in which case the plaintiff is first required to
present evidence-in-chief. Witnesses may be cross-examined by
the opponent. Following cross-examination, re-examination may
be conducted on issues that came up under cross-examination.
Judges may directly question a witness, and witnesses may not be
recalled without the leave of the High Court.
There is a right to adduce expert evidence; the court's permission
is not required. An expert notice must be filed, followed by an
expert summary (this is part of the discovery procedure). The
expert gives oral evidence at trial and is cross-examined. Experts
are regarded as party witnesses and as such do not owe duties to
the court.
Application procedure
Evidence is given by affidavit, and litigants are required to deliver
their affidavits together with any relevant documents. If an
application cannot properly be decided on affidavit, the court may
dismiss the application or make such order as it deems fit to
ensure a just and expeditious decision. More specifically, the court
may direct that oral evidence be heard on specific issues with a
view to resolving disputes of fact. To that end the court may order
any deponent to appear personally or grant leave to them or any
other person to be subpoenaed to appear and be examined and
cross-examined as a witness.
Expert evidence is not admitted in application proceedings as
there are no disputed facts. In principle, expert evidence could be
put in an affidavit but this is not seen in practice.
The High Court Rules provide that the discovery provisions
(relating to the action procedure) also apply to the
application procedure.
7.

TO WHAT EXTENT ARE THE PARTIES ABLE TO
CONTROL THE PROCEDURE AND THE
TIMETABLE? HOW QUICK IS THE PROCESS?

With the introduction of a comprehensive case management
system, and in conjunction with the courts, the parties have a large
amount of control over the timetable.

In our experience, in action proceedings the process to reach trial is
approximately six to eight months. In applications, the time to reach
a hearing is approximately four to six months. Delays do occur in
cases where judgment is reserved for lengthy periods of time.
8. WHAT INTERIM REMEDIES ARE AVAILABLE TO
PRESERVE THE PARTIES' INTERESTS PENDING
JUDGMENT?
The High Court may at any time, on application of a party, grant
interlocutory or interim interdicts, such as to preserve assets or a
certain status quo pending the final determination of the matter.
9.

WHAT MEANS OF ENFORCEMENT ARE
AVAILABLE?

Under the High Court Act 1990, the Deputy-Sheriff is required to
execute all sentences, decrees, judgments, writs, summonses,
rules, orders, warrants, commands and processes of the High
Court directed to the Sheriff.
Usually, judgments or orders of the High Court are enforced by a
writ of execution, which is a document issued by the Registrar
directing the Deputy-Sheriff to take so much of the debtor's
movable or immovable property as will realise by public sale the
amount of the judgment and the costs incurred in satisfying the
same. However, writs may also be issued for other purposes, such
as ejectment.
Where an order of the High Court is one ad factum praestandum
(such as to do some act where the issuing of a writ of execution is
not allowed or possible), the court order must be served on the
judgment debtor, and if the judgment debtor fails to comply with
the order, proceedings for contempt of court must be initiated.
Other commonly seen methods of execution include garnishee
orders, emoluments, attachment orders and sequestration or
liquidation proceedings.
Garnishee and attachment orders are more commonly seen in the
Magistrates' Courts.
Enforcement is quite straightforward in practice.
10. DOES THE COURT HAVE POWER TO ORDER
COSTS? ARE FOREIGN CLAIMANTS REQUIRED TO
PROVIDE SECURITY FOR COSTS?
The High Court has the power to award costs. Generally, a
successful litigant is entitled to costs. However, the High Court has
complete discretion whether or not to award costs, or even to
deprive a successful litigant of costs. Costs orders are employed to
discourage or punish inappropriate conduct by litigants, such as
litigants making excessive demands, causing unnecessary
litigation and failing to limit or curtail proceedings and costs. Costs
may be awarded on different scales.
The determination of costs is subject to taxation, which involves a
procedure before the taxing master to determine, with reference to
relevant tariffs published in the Government Gazette, the
reasonableness of the costs incurred by the litigant entitled to costs.
Although the purpose of an award of costs is to indemnify a
successful litigant for the expenses incurred in having been required
to initiate or defend a legal action, the taxation procedure and the
prescribed tariffs will usually not result in a complete or even a
substantive indemnity for the actual costs incurred by litigants.

A so-called peregrinus plaintiff (being, in general terms, a plaintiff
not resident in Namibia) who initiates proceedings in the High
Court, is required, as a general rule, to give security for costs to the
defendant. This is so unless such plaintiff has within the jurisdiction
of the High Court immovable property with a sufficient margin
unburdened to satisfy any costs which may arise. The plaintiff may
contest the amount of security, in which case the Registrar must
finally determine such amount. Where the plaintiff contests liability
to give security, or where the plaintiff fails to provide security, the
defendant may apply to the court for such security to be given and
that the proceedings be stayed until such order is complied with.
11. ON WHAT GROUNDS CAN THE PARTIES APPEAL,
AND WHAT RESTRICTIONS APPLY? IS THERE A
RIGHT OF FURTHER APPEAL? TO WHAT EXTENT
IS ENFORCEMENT SUSPENDED PENDING
AN APPEAL?
The Namibian Constitution does not contain an express right of
appeal, but in relation to the High Court of Namibia, there are
three avenues of appeal:
appeal as of right: where the High Court sits as a court of first
instance, an appeal against a (final) order lies as of right to the
Supreme Court
appeal by leave of the High Court: under the High Court Act
1990, interlocutory orders and cost orders may only be
appealed with the leave of the High Court
appeal by leave of the Supreme Court: where the High Court
denies the leave to appeal, the Supreme Court Act 1990 allows
a litigant to petition the Supreme Court
In relation to the lower courts, the Magistrates' Courts Act 1944
establishes a right of appeal in respect of final orders.
Generally, the grounds of appeal must relate to an error of fact or
law committed by the judge.
In terms of the Supreme Court Act 1990, there is no appeal from
or review of any judgment or order made by the Supreme Court.
Under the High Court Rules, an appeal automatically suspends
the operation and execution of the order in question pending the
decision of the Appeal Court unless the court that gave the order
otherwise directs on the application of a party. Under the
Magistrates' Courts Act 1944, where an appeal has been lodged,
the court may direct either that the judgment be executed or that
execution be suspended pending the decision of the appeal
or application.
12. TO WHAT EXTENT CAN DOMESTIC AND/OR
FOREIGN STATE ENTITIES CLAIM IMMUNITY
FROM CIVIL PROCEEDINGS?
Generally, neither the Government nor domestic State entities
may claim immunity from civil proceedings in Namibia.
However, there are various provisions found in the laws of Namibia
providing for immunity from proceedings. Under the Namibian
Constitution, the President is immune from civil proceedings save
where such proceedings concern an act done in his or her official
capacity as President. After a President has vacated office, no
court can entertain any action against him or her in any civil
proceedings in respect of any act done in his or her official
capacity as President. Furthermore, various statutes provide that
no compensation is payable by the Government or relevant public
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officials in respect of acts done by such public officials in good
faith pursuant to such statutes.
Under the Proclamation AG 16 of 1989, no execution, attachment
or like process may be issued against any property of which the
ownership vests in the Government.
There are no laws specifically regulating or granting immunity of
foreign States or State entities outside the diplomatic context.
However, under the Namibian Constitution, the general rules of
public international law and international agreements form part of
the law of Namibia. Therefore, to the extent that public
international law may distinguish between sovereign acts (for
which immunity can be claimed) and commercial acts (for which
no immunity can be claimed), foreign States and State entities
should not be able to claim immunity in relation to causes of action
relating to commercial (ie non-sovereign) acts or activities.
The Diplomatic Privileges Act 1951 provides for the immunity from
the civil jurisdiction of the Namibian courts of Heads of State,
diplomatic agents, special envoys and organisations or institutions
specially recognised by the Minister of Foreign Affairs for the
purposes of such immunity. However, such immunity does not
apply in respect of any liability incurred for any tax levied on
income or in connection with any transaction entered into in a
private and personal capacity, for the purposes of trade or in the
exercise of any profession or calling.
13. WHAT PROCEDURES EXIST FOR RECOGNITION
AND ENFORCEMENT OF FOREIGN JUDGMENTS?
Enforcement of Foreign Civil Judgments Act 1994
The Enforcement of Foreign Civil Judgments Act 1994 provides for
judgments of designated countries to be registered and enforced
in Namibia. The Republic of South Africa is the only designated
country under that law. A "judgment" is defined to be any final
judgment or order for the payment of money in civil proceedings
by any court in a designated country, which is enforceable by
execution in the designated country in which it was given. It does
not include any judgment or order on appeal, or for the payment of
any tax or charge of a like nature or of any fine or other penalty.
The registration of a judgment may be set aside on various listed
grounds, for example, if the Namibian court is satisfied that:
such judgment was registered in contravention of the
Enforcement of Foreign Civil Judgments Act 1994
the court of the designated country concerned had no
jurisdiction in the circumstances of the case
the judgment debtor did not receive notice of the proceedings in
which the judgment was granted, as prescribed by the law of the
designated country, or, if no such notice is prescribed, he or she
did not receive reasonable notice of the proceedings to enable
him or her to defend them, and did not appear
the judgment was obtained by fraud
the enforcement of the judgment would be contrary to public
policy in Namibia
the certified copy of the judgment was lodged at the request of
a person other than the judgment creditor
the matter in dispute in the proceedings had, prior to the date of
the judgment, been the subject of a final judgment by a court of
competent jurisdiction in civil proceedings before such court
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the judgment has been set aside by a court of competent
jurisdiction
the judgment has lapsed under either the laws of Namibia or of
the designated country concerned
the judgment has been wholly satisfied
judgment has been partly satisfied, to the extent to which it has
been so satisfied
the judgment is a judgment or order which in terms of any law
may not be recognised or enforced in Namibia
Enforcement at common law
A final judgment obtained against a debtor in a foreign court in
respect of any sum of money payable would generally also be
enforceable at common law by an action in the High Court without
re-examination of the merits of the issues determined by the
proceedings in the foreign court, provided that:
the foreign court granting the judgment had jurisdiction in
the matter
the process whereby the action was instituted was properly
served upon the defendant in the action
the judgment was not fraudulently obtained
the judgment is final and conclusive
the judgment is older than a year
the judgment is not contrary to the public policy of Namibia or
rules of natural justice
the judgment does not involve the enforcement of a penal or
revenue law of a foreign country
An action must be instituted de novo in the High Court of Namibia
based on the foreign judgment obtained in the foreign jurisdiction.
Foreign judgments may only be enforced by way of execution if an
order based on the foreign judgment is made by a competent
Namibian court, and the recognition and enforcement lies in the
final discretion of the respective competent Namibian courts.
Enforcement may also be limited by other legal principles (such as
the non-recognition of punitive or exemplary damages) and laws
of general application (such as the Prescription Act 1969 and the
Conventional Penalties Act 1962).

ARBITRATION
14. IS THE ARBITRATION LAW BASED ON THE
UNCITRAL MODEL LAW? IF YES, ARE THERE ANY
KEY MODIFICATIONS? IF NO, WHAT FORM DOES
THE ARBITRATION LAW TAKE?
Arbitration is not well developed in Namibia.
Generally, arbitration in Namibia is governed by the Arbitration
Act 1965 (the Arbitration Act). It is not based on the UNCITRAL
Model Law.
There is legal authority to the effect that the enactment of the
Arbitration Act did not result in the repeal of the common law on
arbitration. Where persons agree to submit a dispute to arbitration
in any manner other than as provided by the Arbitration Act, their
arbitration will not fall under the Arbitration Act, but will be valid
at common law (for example, any agreement which does not
constitute a "written agreement" under the Arbitration Act, such
as an oral agreement). In that case none of the provisions of the
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Arbitration Act will apply to the arbitration agreement in question.
At common law (and under the Arbitration Act), it is not possible
to submit criminal matters or cases relating to freedom, status or
matrimonial and spiritual causes to arbitration. It is, however,
possible to submit a civil action relating to damages or personal
property that arises from a crime.
The common law does not prescribe the number of arbitrators
required, and a sole arbitrator is possible. Arbitrator(s) are
appointed by submission of the parties, which is an agreement by
the disputants promising that they will abide by his or her
decision. There remains doubt whether an agreement to submit
disputes to the arbitration of unidentified persons is enforceable
at common law.
In terms of enforcement, an arbitration award is also enforced by
converting it into an order of a competent court (the High Court of
Namibia) and then enforcing that order in the manner provided by
the rules of such court. The procedure is to apply for relief by way
of application (motion proceedings), as there would ordinarily be
no factual disputes which would prevent the application procedure.
The Labour Act 2007 requires the resolution of labour disputes
through mediation and arbitration, principally by government
mediators and arbitrators, but parties to a labour dispute may
agree on private arbitration.
15. WHAT ARE THE MAIN NATIONAL ARBITRATION
INSTITUTIONS?
Namibia does not have any national arbitration institutions. One
private arbitration foundation was established some years ago but
it failed to establish itself as a viable alternative forum for
dispute resolution.
16. ARE THERE ANY RESTRICTIONS ON WHO MAY
REPRESENT THE PARTIES TO AN ARBITRATION?
The Arbitration Act contains no provisions in relation to the
representation of parties at the arbitration proceedings. There
appear to be no restrictions on the representation of the parties,
but this could be governed by the arbitration agreement.
17. WHAT ARE THE FORMAL REQUIREMENTS FOR
AN ENFORCEABLE ARBITRATION AGREEMENT?
The Arbitration Act requires a written agreement providing for the
reference to arbitration of any existing dispute or future dispute
relating to a matter specified in the agreement. The arbitration
agreement need not name or designate the arbitrator, and
assumes a reference to a single arbitrator, unless the agreement
states otherwise. There is no express requirement that the
agreement be signed by the parties. Therefore, in accordance with
principles of Namibian law, a "written agreement" could well be
constituted by an exchange of correspondence.
18. WILL THE COURTS STAY LITIGATION IF THERE IS
A VALID ARBITRATION CLAUSE COVERING THE
DISPUTE? DOES THE APPROACH DIFFER IN THIS
REGARD IF THE SEAT OF THE ARBITRATION IS
INSIDE OR OUTSIDE OF THE JURISDICTION?
Even though the Arbitration Act provides that an arbitration
agreement is not capable of being terminated except by consent of
all the parties, the court may refuse to stay litigation. The
Arbitration Act provides that where a party to an arbitration
agreement commences legal proceedings in any court against the

other party to the arbitration agreement in relation to the matter
agreed to be referred to arbitration, any party may apply to the
court for a stay of such proceedings. If the court is satisfied that
there is no sufficient reason why the dispute should not be
referred to arbitration, the court may make an order staying such
proceedings on terms and conditions it may consider just.
Furthermore, the High Court may, at any time on the application of
any party to an arbitration agreement, if "good cause" is shown:
set aside the arbitration agreement
order that the particular dispute referred to in the arbitration
agreement not be referred to arbitration
order that the arbitration agreement cease to have effect with
reference to any dispute referred
South African case law dealing with the meaning of "good cause",
which would be persuasive authority in Namibia, suggests that
arbitration agreements will be set aside where the arbitrator had no
powers to investigate the alleged fraudulent or criminal conduct of
third parties raised in a counterclaim by one of the litigants.
The term "good cause", in other areas of litigation, is rather wide
and normally confers a discretion on the courts. However, in the
context of arbitration, "good cause" would amount to compelling
reasons, such as contractual grounds or public policy grounds, as
the above case illustrates. The courts are not likely to set aside an
arbitration agreement.
The seat of the arbitration should make no difference on the
question as to what "good cause" is and to whether the courts will
stay litigation.
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In a South African case (which is not binding precedent in
Namibia, but persuasive authority, because it is based on the same
statute) the court noted:
"When it comes to an application for the removal of an arbitrator on
"good cause shown" as intended in s 13(2)(a) of the Act, the court
should bear in mind the purpose of private arbitration, viz the
cost-effective and fast solution of disputes, particularly in cases in
which the arbitration agreement demands speed over procedural
precision. The question to be answered is whether, viewed holistically,
the proceedings would be considered substantially fair by a reasonable
person. A petitioner who seeks the removal of an arbitrator on the
ground of perception of bias must show that a reasonable, objectively
informed person would apprehend bias on the part of the arbitrator. In
this context there exists a double requirement of reasonableness: both
the applicant and the apprehension itself must be reasonable."
21. DOES THE DOMESTIC LAW CONTAIN
SUBSTANTIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
PROCEDURE TO BE FOLLOWED?
The Arbitration Act does not contain any material substantive
requirements for the procedure to be followed. There are, however,
residual provisions relating to the notification of the commencement
of proceedings and the service of notices. Awards should be made
within four months of the reference to the arbitrator.
22. ON WHAT GROUNDS CAN THE COURT
INTERVENE IN ARBITRATIONS SEATED INSIDE
THE JURISDICTION?
In respect of any reference under an arbitration agreement, the
High Court retains the power to make orders in respect of:
security for costs

19. IF THE ARBITRATION AGREEMENT AND ANY
RELEVANT RULES ARE SILENT, HOW MANY
ARBITRATORS WILL BE APPOINTED, AND WHO
IS THE APPOINTING AUTHORITY?

discovery of documents and interrogatories

The Arbitration Act provides that unless a contrary intention is
expressed in the arbitration agreement, the reference shall be to a
single arbitrator. The Arbitration Act contains further detailed
provisions on the appointment of arbitrators where arbitrators
become incapable of acting, or where the arbitration agreement
provides for an even number of, or two or three arbitrators, or
where a dispute arises. In such cases the High Court of Namibia
has the power to appoint arbitrators and umpires on application of
the parties.

giving of evidence by affidavit

20. WHAT RIGHTS ARE THERE TO CHALLENGE THE
APPOINTMENT OF AN ARBITRATOR?
The Arbitration Act provides that the appointment of an arbitrator,
unless a contrary intention is expressed in the arbitration
agreement, must not be capable of being terminated except by
consent of all the parties to the reference.
The High Court may, however, at any time on the application of any
party to the reference, and on good cause being shown, set aside the
appointment of an arbitrator or remove him or her from office. "Good
cause" includes failure on the part of the arbitrator to use all
reasonable dispatch in entering on and proceeding with the reference
and making an award, or in the case where two arbitrators are unable
to agree, in giving notice of that fact to the parties. The Arbitration
Act does not deal in terms with challenges to appointments on the
grounds of partiality or bias. There are no court cases in Namibia
dealing with this, but there is very little arbitration in Namibia.

examination of any witnesses before a commissioner in Namibia
or abroad
inspection or interim custody or the preservation or the sale of
goods or property
interim interdict or similar relief
securing the amount in dispute in the reference
substituted service of notices or summonses
appointment of a receiver
23. ON WHAT GROUNDS CAN THE COURT
INTERVENE IN ARBITRATIONS SEATED OUTSIDE
THE JURISDICTION?
The courts cannot intervene, as such, as Namibian laws have no
extraterritorial application. The Arbitration Act does not refer to
the seat of arbitration and, as long as there is a valid submission to
arbitration under the Arbitration Act, the court should be able to
make the orders listed above in question 22 in support of a foreign
seated arbitration.
24. DO ARBITRATORS HAVE POWERS TO GRANT
INTERIM OR CONSERVATORY RELIEF?
Unless the arbitration agreement provides otherwise, an
arbitration tribunal may make an interim award at any time within
the period allowed for making an award. Interim awards can be
enforced in the Namibian courts in the same way as final awards.
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25. WHEN AND IN WHAT FORM MUST THE AWARD
BE DELIVERED?
Under the Arbitration Act, an arbitration award must be made
within four months of the arbitrator entering the reference or the
date on which such arbitrator was called to act, whichever is earlier.
The award is required to be in writing and must be signed by all the
members of the arbitral tribunal, but the refusal by a minority to
sign it will not invalidate the arbitral award. The award must be
delivered by the tribunal with their parties or representatives being
present or having been summoned to appear.
26. CAN A SUCCESSFUL PARTY RECOVER ITS COSTS?
Unless the arbitration agreement provides otherwise, the award of
costs will be at the discretion of the arbitral tribunal, which may
give directions as to the scale on which costs are to be taxed, and
may direct by whom and in what manner costs or any part of them
should be paid. However, by section 35(6) of the Arbitration Act,
any provision contained in an arbitration agreement referring to
future disputes and requiring that any party pay his or her own
costs will be void.
Where the award contains no order as to costs, any party to the
reference may, within 14 days of the publication of the award,
make an application to the arbitral tribunal for a costs order.
27. ON WHAT GROUNDS CAN AN AWARD FROM AN
ARBITRATION SEATED IN THE JURISDICTION BE
APPEALED TO THE COURT?
Under the Arbitration Act, and unless the arbitration agreement
provides otherwise, an arbitral award is final and not subject to
appeal, and the parties to the reference must abide by and comply
with the award in accordance with its terms.
However, the Arbitration Act allows for an award to be set aside
on application to the High Court where:
any member of the arbitration tribunal has misconducted him or
herself in relation to their duties as arbitrator
the arbitral tribunal has committed any gross irregularity in the
conduct of the arbitral proceeding or has exceeded its powers
an award has been improperly obtained. There is no case law
interpreting this term
The application must be made within six weeks after publication
of the award (except for cases of corruption, where such
application must be made within six weeks of discovery of the
corruption and in any case not later than three years after the
award was published).
28. CAN A FOREIGN ARBITRATION AWARD BE
APPEALED IN THE LOCAL COURTS? IF SO, ON
WHAT GROUNDS?
That is not clear, but in our opinion it cannot. The issue is one of
enforcement, rather than appeal. A person seeking to enforce a
foreign arbitral award must ask the High Court of Namibia for an
enforcement order (as set out in question 29 below). In that
context, the defendant could raise objections relating to the
manner in which the award was obtained, but we doubt that a
Namibian court would sit in judgment where a decision on the
merits has been made by the arbitrator.
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29. WHAT PROCEDURES EXIST FOR ENFORCEMENT
OF: (I) AWARDS RENDERED IN ARBITRATIONS
SEATED OUTSIDE OF THE JURISDICTION AND
(II) DOMESTIC AWARDS?
Under the Arbitration Act an award may, on application (motion
proceedings) to a court of competent jurisdiction by any party to
the reference after due notice to the other party or parties, be
made an order of court. The award may then be enforced in the
same manner as any judgment or order to the same effect.
Namibia is not a Contracting State to the New York Convention on
the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (the
New York Convention). It is not clear whether Namibia should
nonetheless be bound by the New York Convention on account of
the Republic of South Africa acceding thereto in 1976 (at which
point Namibia was under direct rule by South Africa). In any case,
Namibia has not translated the New York Convention into
municipal law. As such, there exists no statute law providing for
the enforcement of foreign arbitration awards in Namibia.
South African case law prior to Namibian independence, which
would constitute precedent in Namibia, suggests that a foreign
arbitral award would be enforced against defendants in Namibia,
but this point has, to date, not been settled or decided in the
Namibian courts.
30. ARE FOREIGN AWARDS READILY ENFORCEABLE
IN PRACTICE?
There is no case law on this, but arbitration is not widely used in
Namibia outside of the labour law context. As such it is unlikely
that there are many (if any) matters pending before the High
Court relating to the enforcement of foreign arbitral awards.

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION
31. ARE THE PARTIES TO LITIGATION OR
ARBITRATION REQUIRED TO CONSIDER OR
SUBMIT TO ANY ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE
RESOLUTION BEFORE OR DURING
PROCEEDINGS?
Yes. As noted in question 5 above, a court may of its own initiative
refer litigants to court-connected mediation as part of the case
management process
Also, under the Labour Act 2007, parties to a labour dispute are
required to attend compulsory conciliation before they proceed
to arbitration.

REFORMS
32. ARE THERE LIKELY TO BE ANY SIGNIFICANT
PROCEDURAL REFORMS IN THE NEAR FUTURE?
We are not aware of any further proposals for major procedural
reforms in the foreseeable future.
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